
Honorable Senator Russell D. Feingold March 18, 2005
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Feingold:

On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), I am responding to your letter dated
February 1, 2005, requesting information concerning a constituent’s (Jan Saecker) letter
pertaining to the Nuclear Energy Institute hiring the private security firm Wackenhut to conduct
“force-on-force” security drills at nuclear power plants. 

The Commission approved the use of an industry-provided mock adversary force that is
qualified to standards established by the NRC based on the staff’s conclusion that this
alternative would present a credible, well trained, and consistent mock adversary force.  It was
also determined that this approach would provide secondary benefits to licensee programs by
enhancing protective strategies and security officer training.

Since the inception of the force-on-force (FOF) security exercise program in the early 1980s,
there has been essentially no change in the practice of using security officers from the facility
being evaluated, other nuclear power facilities, or local law enforcement officers to serve as
mock adversaries.  During pilot program FOF exercises aimed at strengthening the program in
2003, the NRC identified a need to improve the offensive abilities, consistency, and
effectiveness of the exercise adversary force.  The NRC evaluated several options, including
continuing under the established process or establishing a dedicated adversary force.  The
option for a dedicated adversary force included the use of NRC staff, other Federal personnel,
or industry personnel.  The Commission approved the establishment of adversary force
standards and guidelines using industry personnel as the adversary force.  As a result of this
initiative, a significant problem of a lack of uniformity in the quality of adversary forces has been
resolved.  For the first time, NRC now has available a uniform, high quality adversary force
trained to NRC standards at all force-on-force exercises conducted by NRC.

In response to the large amount of correspondence concerning this issue, we have also
responded to this issue on our Website.  For your convenience, I have enclosed a copy of the
response.  If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at (301) 415-1700.  

Sincerely,

/RA/
Luis A. Reyes
Executive Director 
  for Operations 

Enclosure:  As stated
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